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Multi-platinum rapper Devin has it all. Money, cars, fame, women— he’s living the life of a rockstar. As with

anything in life, all good things come to the end of its cycle, and God takes you off of a path so that you can begin

anew. Devin stops getting booked for shows, and it causes a ripple affect on his life. Now unable to take care of his

family, he turns to heavy drug use to take his mind off of the pain. When the money stops flowing, all of the love

that he thought was genuine, doesn’t exist at all. Scandal after scandal surfaces on all of the major blog sites,

allegations and rumors, liens from the IRS, and now rumors of his ties to murder for hire plots has him mentally

defeated. It’s just him against the world until he meets and helps Ashlon when she too was down and out. A good girl

with problems of her own, Ashlon understands him in a way that nobody else cares to. She vows to do all she can to

help him the same way that he helped her when nobody else would. The question is... can Devin escape his spiraling

rollercoaster of drug and alcohol addiction enough to help himself? Can he defeat his demons and pull back to reality

long enough to accept help? Or will the devil continue to break and take him under? Certified tear-jerker based on a

true story.

This is a story of addiction and redemption, of overcoming some of life’s most overwhelming obstacles with the help

of God and his most qualified angels.

–An intimate portrait of a boy becoming a man right before your very eyes. Author David Weaver pens a riveting

drama that is sure to become a staple in your African American romance and biography collection.
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